Abstract:

In this paper a case study for Patrologia Graeca (PG) is presented to reveal the difficulties that arise when a semantic enrichment through interconnections is pursued with specific aim to discuss an alternative cooperative architecture between libraries. The presented case method interconnects the PG with a range of satellite scanned or editable texts to provide a better user navigation experience, easy citation for specific PG page and document interconnections. Although the semantic enrichment can be achieved by using semi-manual methods, this is not recommended due to the fact that these tasks are time consuming and costly. Therefore a new architecture for a better cooperation between libraries and cultural institutions is proposed in order to provide a framework for the application of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Pattern recognition (PR) techniques for mass enrichment on Large corpora. The proposed framework creates the possibility for the participating libraries to cooperate and provide a high quality commonly accepted version of a specific corpus which is used by independent research teams to apply AI and PR methods and create automatically the structure and the interconnections between documents.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays the libraries as well as various cultural institutions have already converted a significant part of text collections into digitized form with the aim to offer an increased accessibility compared to what would be possible through direct contact with the physical medium. However the attempt that has been made for a simpler user access and navigation on digitized texts is still far from being considered satisfactory. The browsing of the digitized collections as well as the locating of information meets many obstacles while the semantic enrichment of scanned texts through interconnections with other scanned or editable texts is practically non-existent. The established practice for indexing is based on the manual tagging of the digitized collections with MARC, MARCXML XML, TEI, JSON, SCOS (Park and Brenza 2015) and other notation formats along with heavy use of Relational Database Management Servers (RDBMS) which results to the introduction of a fairly considerable financial cost.

In the majority of cases the search returns links to a complete book or volume rather than links to specific pages or page sections which would be more desirable for a focused locating of information.

We should not also forget that the digitizing efforts in many cases have been very hasty and as a result only a part of the digitization is suitable for further automated use and processing. Double scanned pages or careless scanning that introduces skewing or warping is common to archives. Moreover digitised versions of the same collection appear with different faults when scanned by different entities which results to an additional complexity for processing. It is also customary during digitization to collect all of the pages in a consolidated archive which provides ease of copying and transferring the archives however does not facilitate the browsing, searching and semantic enrichment for the collections.

Before proceeding with our study it is useful to point out some points for better readability. Throughout this study the term "semantic-enrichment" is interpreted mainly as the interconnections between scanned documents. The term "satellite-texts" is defined as the set that contains certain documents which characterize and are relative to a specific collection. This set has the potential to enrich semantically the collection through proper interconnections.

Taking into account the above issues, a question and concurrently a range of difficulties arise for the Libraries. How is it possible to have an error-free collection with the best possible quality in order to provide automated semantic enrichment on large corpora by using their satellite-texts? As it is explained in following sections, a commonly accepted digitised version is a strong requirement to achieve further semantic enrichment by utilizing the advances in pattern recognition techniques and learning algorithms. Moreover, the creation of such commonly accepted high quality digitized collections will lead to a better browsing experience and direct locating, citing and disseminating the information since the automated building of the document structure or indexes will be significantly easier and less error prone. Our discussion without losing its generalised applicability, since the nature of the difficulties are nearly similar for various corpora, is focused on large-sized historical scanned texts such as Migne's Patrologia Graeca so as to provide specific examples of applications and limitations.
This paper’s discussion is organised as follows: In section 3, we provide a brief review for the Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and Word-Spotting (WS) methodologies by using either Neural Networks (NNs) frameworks or Image Features (IF) of the scanned texts. In section 3, the PG collection and the importance of exposing this collection on the Web domain is described. In section 4, we present a detailed analysis of the difficulties that we faced on PG when we tried to accomplish at first a semantic enrichment through interconnections by using OCR on some of the satellite-texts of PG to get only the printed numbers of the pages. Secondly we tried to provide easy navigation and direct locating of information beyond the peculiarities that exists in the structure of PG pages. These peculiarities are also explained. In section 5, based on the analysis of the previous section, we present and describe a proposed architecture for libraries or cultural institutions in order to overcome the aforementioned difficulties we met on PG and to provide a general framework that can be used independently by research teams for the automated application of learning algorithms and pattern recognition techniques for semantic enrichment, creating page indexes, citing provision and better navigation experience.

2. Image Recognition Techniques

2.1 OCR and Word-Spotting differences

OCR systems aim to recognise a document at a character lever and the systems with most prominent role are the proprietary AbbyyFineReader and the open access Tesseract. Both of them are trained on a quite large range of fonts and languages and utilise as part of their recognition engines some kind of NNs in order to improve further the recognition rate. Particularly, Tesseract engine since the version 4.0 introduces Long short-term memory (LSTM) NNs in addition to the old recognition engine. In general, it is known that Latin scanned texts can be quite successfully recognized by OCR methods while on the other hand texts such as ancient Greek or manuscripts of various languages do not have so good results mainly because of the characters specificity, unknown printed fonts or degradation of the printed texts.

Due to the above OCR limitations, today there is a shift from OCR to word spotting (Ahmed, Al-Khatib, and Mahmoud 2017), that is the recognition of whole words in image texts in order to create indexes per page, by using techniques invariant with respect to rotation, scaling and translation. Word-spotting has been actively studied lately for handwritten texts (Giotis, Gerogiannis, and Nikou 2014) (Giotis et al. 2015) due to the great difficulties that these texts present, however it is not less applicable to digitized historical printed texts such as Patrologia Graeca (PG) which also provides difficulties for the OCR because of its polytonic script (Sfikas et al. 2015).

2.2 Neural Networks

NNs try to mimic the behaviour of the human brain and generally can cover a wide range of applications such as recognizing images, voice, text and patterns in general. The great advancement in the field of a special type of NNs the Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs) or alternatively Deep Learning (DL), opens up new possibilities for libraries in order to convert the multitude of scanned texts into better editable formats, provide search indexes for the scanned texts and a better user experience. However, DL beyond the great successes for recognising faces, animals and numbers or characters (Liu et al. 2017) its application in libraries is still in embryonic state.
As described in (Giotis et al. 2017) building a framework for a CNN to recognise images is not an easy task. The modelling of the CNN itself is trivial, however to achieve concrete results, big data with corresponding labels are required to train this CNN. Although the building of such data implies considerable cost, the successful application of CNNs on a specific data set does not guarantee its applicability to other datasets. New labelled data are required or even a new CNN model structure and therefore a desired generalised solution does not seem feasible at the moment.

2.3 Image Features

IF techniques rely on the spatial characteristics of the document in order to recognize shapes words or letters (Belongie, Malik, and Puzicha 2002) (Erdem and Tari 2010). IF techniques are very attractive because they do not require the vast amount of labelled data as required by NNs.

Various WS techniques are proposed utilising IF for handwritten and printed documents (Giotis et al. 2017) (Ahmed, Al-Khatib, and Mahmoud 2017). However there is not a unified technique for application to an extensive set of collections due to the particularity of the printed characters or the handwritten style or even the degradation of the collection, therefore a special approach is also required for each case.

Discussing the above limitations of both NNs and IF based on OCR and WS techniques, in no way implies that they are not applicable for semantic enrichment on scanned collections, however it is wise to keep in mind as aforementioned that their applicability is valid per case of the collection.

For the rest of this study and for better readability when there is a reference to the terms OCR or WS then that implies that either some kind of NNs or IF is used behind their implementation.

3. Patrologia Graeca

PG is an epic Collection of works by east Christian fathers over a period of 1400 years (Papadopoulos 1982). This collection consists of 166 volumes (bound as 161) and exists in digitized form from various sources, indicatively we refer (Google 2004)(Archive.org 1996), however, only a fraction exists in unstructured edited texts.

The transformation of the PG scanned volumes in edited form, has been done mainly by Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (TLG) using extensive writing. The work of TLG contains with a loose estimation nearly 20% of the complete Patrologia Graeca while the rest 80% still exists, only in scanned images. More specific, the works of TLG found in (TLG 2000) contains 140 authors and 1524 works compared to 658 authors and 4,287 works identified by Perseus Digital Library (PDL) (Perseus 1987).

The PDL also provides works of PG, however, is far less comprehensive than TLG. A Greek archbishop, Dorotheos Scholarios (DS) published in Greek, a detailed Table of Contents (TOC) for PG named “Κλείδα Πατρολογίας” (Anemi 2006) with authors, small summaries and titles of chapters (Athens, 1879). He also published a more advanced interlinking, between specific words and authors (published in Athens, 1883) named “Ταμείον Πατρολογίας”.

Three decades later, in 1912, Garnier Frères in Paris, published a PG index volume, edited by Ferdinand Cavallera (FC) in Latin (Archive.org 1996). The works of DS and FC, are very
important on semantic level and semantic enrichment. Specifically in the work of DS as the user reads a topic in DS’s work, next to the topic exists the page number of PG to locate the information. In general, by utilizing such characteristics on corpora a great semantic upgrade is provided by the use of the semantically created interconnections.

The interconnection of roughly 120000 pages of PG with nearly 600 pages of DS’s summaries is not at all a negligible issue.

4. Applied Methodology of Semantic Enrichment on Patrologia Graeca

4.1 Problem Description

So far various versions of the same scanned collection exist throughout libraries or cultural institutions with differences in quality which is dependent by the physical medium condition and the scanning processes. More specifically for PG, the most well known digitation as mention in Section 1, has been done by Google (Google 2004) via Google books project, where the same volume is scanned more than one time as found in (Patristica.net 2019) links. These scans have variable quality between them as well as between the pages of each volume. Each volume is offered as a separate PDF file with a rough average number of 700 pages.

During the exploration of these PDFs we discovered a number of obstacles that prevent us from a further processing of these volumes until these difficulties are overcome. For example, double pages are found in the volumes by careless scanning or an effort to re-scan a badly scanned page. Skewing and warping is also custom phenomenon. Adding the degraded paper, ink dispersion and fade symptoms the situation becomes gradually more complicated. However the list does not end here, the internal structure of PG pages have some more peculiarities which are time consuming to solve, such as: The pages have two columns and have double numbering as it is shown in Figure 1 while some PG pages have the same numbering, one for the Greek and one for the Latin translation, see Figure 1 and Figure 2. Also some commentary pages in specific volumes are numbered by Latin number format, see Figure 3. The above issues should be taken into account, since we are interested to build a navigation system for PG as well as citing mechanism per page and semantic enrichment.

**Figure 1. Double numbering of PG page with Greek text.**

**Figure 2. Double numbering of PG page with Latin text.**
4.2 Proper Mapping of Patrologia Graeca Pages to the Physical Medium

The proper numbering and mapping of the digitised pages to the physical medium page of the original published collection is extremely important for the direct locating of information by the users. The physical medium numbering is followed by all the satellite-texts and consist the base for the interconnections. The methods we followed were mostly semi-manuals by careful examination of each volume. The PG volumes firstly are separated at page level and secondly the unwanted double pages are discarded. The proper mapping is created by taking into account the peculiarities of the pages structure and by using a JSON format which can be handled naturally (as build-in feature) by the JavaScript frameworks we used. The created clean set of pages of PG is called by using a Universal Resource Identifier (URI) in a memorable preferred way.

The URI is of the form: http://myserver/patrologia/Volume/Column. Having the correct mapping, a navigation system and a citation mechanism is easy to be build for the PG while on the same time it is a strong prerequisite for the second phase which is the semantic enrichment.

4.3 Semantic Enrichment of Patrologia Graeca Pages

Any document can be modelled as shown in Figure 4, having flows of semantic enrichment, since some documents enrich PG while some other are enriched by PG and vice versa. Discovering these relations and having the ability to navigate from one piece of information to another that resides to another part of the same collection or to another part of an external collection greatly increases the semantic weight for each collection and offers a better navigation experience of scholars and simple users. PG has semantic cross-connections with a large amount of documents. First of all is the bible and after that the various scholars publications that comment to the multitude of the PG authors after the PG was published. In this study we focus on three anthologies that add significant semantic enrichment to PG without the need to tag any of the PG pages or to use any other statistical method such as Bag-of-Words (BoW), Vector Space Model (VSM) etc. These three anthologies are:
These indexes and TOCs act as an entrance to the vast amount of information kept behind PG corpus. Specifically, the TOC of DS is named "κλείδα Πατρολογίας" (key of Patrologia) because as a key unlocks the semantic information hidden behind the large number of PG pages. The above anthologies provide a brief summary for each chapter of PG and next to the summary resides the page number of PG to locate the information. Scholars for nearly one and a half century had these TOCs and Indexes as compass to find semantic information in PG.

The Latin TOC has been converted to editable form and found in (DocumentaCatholicaOmnia n.d.) while the Ferninard Cavalera's Index exist recently in XML format by Perseus Library. The TOC of DS, which is the richest in semantic subjects, is still in scanned images (Anemi 2006), however an attempt is made by the authors of this paper to recognise the numbers of the PG pages from the work of DS by using OCR techniques and create clickable hyperlinks on the images for automatic transferring to the specific page of PG. Two OCR frameworks were used to get the numbers: a) AbbyyFineReader (AbbyyFineReader 14 2019) and b) Tesseract (Tesseract 4.0 2019) with ancient Greek support. Preliminary tests showed that AbbyyFineReader performed satisfactory for the number recognition which we were interested compared to the poor Tesseract performance probably mainly due to the unknown fonts that had to handle. The above presented system is a work in progress (1/3 of PG volumes has been transformed to correct mapping structure), however the main functionality of the project can be tested (Varthis et al. 2019).

The authors have also interlinked the Latin TOC (Varthis et al. 2019) and strive towards to apply the same for the Index of FC in the near future. The main concept of the system is that the user can now read the indexes or the TOCs for an interesting subject and locate directly the specific information to the specific page. Moreover scholars have now the ability to reference or cite the specific page by its URI as it is in the physical medium.
These satellite texts, as a future extension, could be also searched on their editable parts for a better user experience and extract semantic knowledge more efficiently. Summarising we can argue that, the semantic enrichment and navigation through interconnections although gives tremendous semantic benefits on scanned documents, based on our experience, is a rather complicated issue and new frameworks, architectures and automated procedures should for sure to be developed.

5. Cooperative Architecture for Libraries for Semantic enrichment on Large Corpora

Although the difficulties discussed in the previous section for the enrichment of PG can be solved semi-manually as already presented for the specific case, they can also be addressed in order to apply on them NNs or IF techniques in an automated way. As we see in Figure 5, the upper section of each page follows a specific pattern that gives the columns numbers and a brief title for the page.

The utilisation of such patterns on specific page sections by the use of OCR or WS techniques can lead to the building of the structure of PG or other corpora which -as was mentioned earlier- is essential for the navigation, citing and consequently the semantic enrichment. However, such kind of applications require a new architecture for cooperation between libraries as well as between Libraries and research teams, at least for the collections that are on the public domain. The overview of this architecture is shown in Figure 6. The central point of the architecture is the repository that holds the best scanned version of PG. This repository can be updated only by the contributing libraries with the aim to include the best quality version for each page of PG. The PG has been already separated for each volume at page level and the minimum update can be done at page level.
The management committee decides for merging the current state of updates to the main public branch. The public branch offers the PG version that the user or research teams can at any time explore, navigate or clone. Any research team independently can clone the best version of PG or parts of it at a given time and apply locally any OCR or Word-Spotting technique on the PG. The results are uploaded back to a "parallel" repository which belongs to the specific team without re-uploading the files of the download collection since the collection already exists for public use on the Web domain. So the footprint of data is kept small while some very basic feedback results by using OCR or WS techniques can be:

- extracted text from specific pages.
- numbering of pages as they are numbered in the physical medium.
- automatic creation of page indexes, document's structure and TOCs.
- automatic interlinking of pages on the same or external different collections.

**Figure 6: Cooperative Architecture between Libraries, Cultural Institutions and Research Teams.**

The management committee decides for merging the current state of updates to the main public branch. The public branch offers the PG version that the user or research teams can at any time explore, navigate or clone. Any research team independently can clone the best version of PG or parts of it at a given time and apply locally any OCR or Word-Spotting technique on the PG. The results are uploaded back to a "parallel" repository which belongs to the specific team without re-uploading the files of the download collection since the collection already exists for public use on the Web domain. So the footprint of data is kept small while some very basic feedback results by using OCR or WS techniques can be:

- extracted text from specific pages.
- numbering of pages as they are numbered in the physical medium.
- automatic creation of page indexes, document's structure and TOCs.
- automatic interlinking of pages on the same or external different collections.
Any team has its own offered public view for the navigation on PG, completely separated from those of other teams while the user has the option to choose the public view he uses at his will. The officially adopted public view for the PG by the Libraries will be chosen by the management committee and will change when better results appear. This is essential because in this way a provision of a "live" system takes place that has the potential to be improved by the time. At the same time due to the fact that the compilation is public, there will be significant feedback for the specific NNs and IF techniques that are used, moreover they can be directly compared on the same dataset having significant space for evolving.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we presented a workflow in order to enrich the PG collection by using satellite texts of PG, as a showcase for the difficulties that arise. Although the difficulties found can be solved with the use of semi-manual methods that is not the proper methodology, since is time consuming and costly. An expansion has to be made to the Libraries services with the aim to automate such kind of very significant enrichments. An overview of the proposed architecture was presented in which independent research teams can contribute for the creation of page indexes, collection's page structure (TOCs), citing mechanism, semantic interconnections by using NNs or IF techniques implemented behind OCR and WS methods. The framework architecture can be considered as an evolving eco-system whose efficiency improves over time. All the results feed back by the teams can be viewed, however the officially adopted view is chosen by the contributing libraries. This interaction between these frameworks provides a stable and significant ground for further comparison between various NNs and IF techniques on the Libraries domain.
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